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SHORT BED TAILGATES
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Long bed tailgates, see page 135
TAILGATE INSIDE CENTERED HANDLE
Has a centered latch handle built in, like new trucks, but on the
inside, where you can't see it.
Smooth gate, stainless supports ...............0246-SHS ......$550.00 kit
Smooth gate, zinc supports .......................0246-SHZ ......$485.00 kit

TAILGATE WITH STOCK F O R D LETTERS
Original dies, very nice exact of original gate. The one with no chain
ears is not as nice as it should be and requires clean-up in that area
to look right, or a nice protector, see below. Oversize shipping.
With chain ears (use stock chains) ............0250 ............. $370.00 ea
No chain ears ............................................0250-NE ....... $375.00 ea

TAILGATE WITH NO LETTERS
Made like original but without letters. Oversize shipping.
With chain ears, China ..............................0250-NL................. CALL
With chain ears, USA.................................0250-NLM..... $260.00 ea
No chain ears ............................................0250-NLNE... $265.00 ea
With louvers ............................................................................ Call us
DOUBLE WALL SMOOTH TAILGATE ..0251-SM ....... $375.00 ea
Not a cover, complete double wall assembly, no chain latch ears.
Smooth with bottom roll both sides.

WIDER TAILGATES
2” wider, double wall smooth .....................0251-W2 ....... $395.00 ea
3” wider, double wall smooth .....................0251-W3 ....... $395.00 ea
5” wider, single wall smooth.......................0250-W5 ....... $395.00 ea

USA

EAR REMOVAL COVER, not ready in time for print, however the
tailgate protector without notch below will cover that area nicely.

CHAIN LATCH EAR REPAIR

USA

Stock steel .................................................0253-E .............$35.00 pr
Polished stainless ......................................0253-EP .......... $59.50 pr
TAIL GATE ALIGNMENT BUMPERS ....0258 ..................$4.50 pr
Goes in upper edge (small triangular punches) aligns gate and
bedsides. Wide side out, pushes bed side in when tailgate is closed
Tailgates with script style letters are 48-52, can use on 53-56
but not with stock chains and not original. Not listed here but
available. We have decals for the letters, see page 10.

TAILGATE TOP ROLL PROTECTOR, COVER AND REPAIR

USA

TAILGATES & PARTS

Quick and easy way to straighten top of a not quite perfect gate or
protect paint on a perfect one. Attach with trim tape, screws or weld.
With notch for chain ear, polished ss .........0223-PS ......... $49.95 ea
With notch for chain ear, plain steel...........0223 ...................... CALL
No notch for chain ear, polished ss ...........0224-PS ......... $49.95 ea
No notch for chain ear, plain steel .............0224 ............... $39.95 ea
Long bed gate protector, polished .............F2-0258-N ...... $59.95 ea
Tailgate protector screws, polished ...........80220-PS ..........$3.00 kit
Double sided tape works just as well.

TAILGATE COVERS
18 gauge, wraps around, requires spot welding, covers entire gate,
great fix for bad gates. Oversize shipping.
Smooth ......................................................0247 ............... $85.00 ea
4 rows louvers ...........................................0247-LV4 ...... $105.00 ea
7 rows louvers ...........................................0247-LV7 ...... $125.00 ea
Louvers should match on tailgate and roll pan.
Long bed tailgates page 135
Roll pans, see page 139
Tailgate latches and chains see page 130
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